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Subject :

CRPF PAVILION ATTRACTS CROWDS AT INDIAN TRADE FAIR
PRAGATI MAIDAN
In the annually organised India International Trade Fair-2018 being held

by ITPO Pragati Maidan, a pavilion was established by CRPF. The expo was
inaugurated by Minister of State for Commerce & Industry, Shri C.R. Chaudhary. The 63
square meters CRPF pavilion provides a glimpse into the duties, achievements,
gallantry acts, training, weapons used by CRPF, and various theaters that CRPF works
in. The pavilion is made on the theme of ‘Sarvatra Vidyaman, satat Gatiman’ which
translates into ‘Present everywhere, perpetually moving’. The pavilion depicts various
historical moments and the journey of CRPF through time from the day of its raising. It
also provides a window into CRPF way into life and proudly displays its versatility. Two
CoBRA commando with deep jungles in the background picture received overwhelming
response from visitors and remained one of the most crowd attracting spots in the entire
expo and a major attraction for visitors to take selfie with. To take a selfie clad in
uniform, arrangement have been made by placing a below neck 3D cut out of CoBRA
Commando. A visitor can simply stand behind the 3D cut out and take selfie to appear
clad in CoBRA uniform. While RAF, CRPF’s specialised wing for Riot control, displayed
its weapons and capabilities, a big display continuously plays a video about the
evolution of CRPF right from its day of inception in 1939 and also some of its landmark
achievement. CRPF also displayed its contribution in solving various issues of people of
J&K by their dedicated helpline called MADADGAR. CRPF also exhibited a board
displaying all Gallantry medal awardees in 2018 conveying that it takes pride in telling
that it is honoured with highest number of Gallantry medals among all Police forces yet
again in 2018.
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